Coordinate-Free Analysis of Mitral Valve Dynamics in Normal and Ischemic Hearts
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Background—The purpose of this investigation was to study mitral valve 3D geometry and dynamics by using a coordinate-free system in normal and ischemic hearts to gain mechanistic insight into normal valve function, valve dysfunction during ischemic mitral regurgitation (IMR), and the treatment effects of ring annuloplasty.

Methods and Results—Radiopaque markers were implanted in sheep: 9 in the ventricle, 1 on each papillary tip, 8 around the mitral annulus, and 1 on each leaflet edge midpoint. One group served as a control (n = 7); all others underwent flexible Tailor partial (n = 5) or Duran complete (n = 6) ring annuloplasty. After an 8±2-day recovery, 3D marker coordinates were measured with biplane videofluoroscopy before and during posterolateral left ventricular ischemia, and MR was assessed by color Doppler echocardiography. Papillary to annular distances remained constant throughout the cardiac cycle in normal hearts, during ischemia, and after ring annuloplasty with either type of ring. Papillary to leaflet edge distances similarly remained constant throughout ejection. During ischemia, however, the absolute distances from the papillary tips to the annulus changed in a manner consistent with leaflet tethering, and IMR was observed. In contrast, during ischemia in either ring group, those distances did not change from preischemia, and no IMR was observed.

Conclusions—This analysis uncovered a simple pattern of relatively constant intracardiac distances that describes the 3D geometry and dynamics of the papillary tips and leaflet edges from the dynamic mitral annulus. Ischemia perturbed the papillary-annular distances, and IMR occurred. Either type of ring annuloplasty prevented such changes, preserved papillary-annular distances, and prevented IMR. (Circulation. 2000;102[suppl III]:III-62-III-69.)
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Ischemic mitral regurgitation (IMR) remains a common and morbid clinical problem that continues to challenge cardiac surgeons. Because of the complexity of the mitral valve complex, many investigators have focused on isolated changes of specific substructures to begin to understand the factors that predispose to IMR. The proposed mechanisms range from theories of ischemia-induced deformation of the mitral annulus,1,2 disturbances in papillary muscle dynamics,3,4 and primary changes in LV shape and contractility5–8 to theories that develop an integrated mechanism of LV contractility and mitral valve function9,10 or of regional LV geometry and mitral valve function.11–13 These disparate findings attest to our ignorance of this vexing problem.

The treatment of IMR remains as controversial as its mechanism.14–16 Mitral valve repair is uniformly favored over mitral valve replacement in almost all mitral valve pathologies except IMR. Unlike structural MR, with its specific valvular anatomic pathological abnormalities, lack of a clear mechanistic understanding of IMR precludes a good understanding of how best to repair the valve. Traditional approaches have included ring annuloplasty, but the use of an annuloplasty ring has yielded mixed results.17 More disturbing than the rather unpredictable results after ring annuloplasty repair has been the dearth in our ability to understand why ring annuloplasty sometimes works and at other times, fails.

Recent analyses of mitral valve function have used fixed or moving coordinate systems oriented with respect to certain mitral valve structures, such as the mitral annulus, to study the 3D geometry and dynamics of the mitral valve complex during the cardiac cycle.11,12 Measurements of the 3D dynamic geometry of the mitral valve complex, however, depend on the choice of coordinate system. Subjectivity in the choice of coordinate system and the huge complexity inherent in processing and unifying the 3D coordinates of the mitral valve structures throughout the cardiac cycle may obfuscate salient findings and actually hinder our attempts to reach a mechanistic understanding of mitral valve function.
To gain mechanistic insights into normal valve function and valve dysfunction during ischemia, we investigated mitral valve 3D geometry and dynamics in normal and ischemic hearts in a coordinate-free system that avoids the limitations imposed by coordinate-based analyses. To understand how ring annuloplasty may ameliorate IMR, we similarly analyzed the mitral valve in normal and ischemic hearts after 2 types of ring annuloplasty.

**Methods**

Sixteen adult, castrated male sheep were assigned to 3 experimental groups: a control group of sheep (no ring, n = 7); a group that underwent Tailor flexible (partial, posterior) ring annuloplasty (Tailor [St. Jude Medical, Inc], size 31 mm, n = 5); and a group that underwent Duran flexible (complete) ring annuloplasty (Duran [Medtronic Heart Valve Division], size 29 mm, n = 2, and 31 mm, n = 4). All 3 groups underwent identical surgical preparation, marker placement, and postoperative care. The details of the surgical preparation of the no-ring and Duran ring groups have been previously reported.

**Surgical Preparation**

Nine miniature, radiopaque, tantalum markers (ID 0.8 mm, OD 1.3 mm, length 1.5 to 3.0 mm) were implanted on the LV epicardium by using descending aorta and right atrial cannulation. Through a left aortic valves were studied with epicardial echocardiography and through a left fifth intercostal space thoracotomy. The mitral and another around the circumference of the mitral annulus, and markers were sutured to each papillary muscle tip. The mitral valve was sized by using both the distance between the fibrous trigones and the area of the anterior leaflet, and the appropriate Tailor ring was sewn to the posterior annulus (trigone to trigone) with 8 to 10 interrupted, horizontal, mattress 2-0 Ethibond sutures. The animals were allowed to recover in the experimental animal cardiac surgical intensive care unit.

**Experimental Design**

After a recovery period (8±2 days [mean±SD]), the animals were premedicated with ketamine, intubated, and mechanically ventilated (ventricular anesthesia ventilator 2000, Hallowell EMC) with 100% oxygen. Transthoracic echocardiography with color Doppler flow analysis. Cardiopulmonary bypass was instituted by using descending aorta and right atrial cannulation. Through a left atriometry, 8 tantalum radiopaque markers were sutured ∼45° from 1 another around the circumference of the mitral annulus, and markers were sutured to each papillary muscle tip. The mitral valve was sized by using both the distance between the fibrous trigones and the area of the anterior leaflet, and the appropriate Tailor ring was sewn to the posterior annulus (trigone to trigone) with 8 to 10 interrupted, horizontal, mattress 2-0 Ethibond sutures. The animals were allowed to recover in the experimental animal cardiac surgical intensive care unit.

**Papillary Muscle Geometry**

The key anatomic landmarks used in this study were the anterior and posterior commissures (ACOM and PCOM, respectively), the mid-posterior (midposterior) mitral annulus (midposterior annulus), the left and right fibrous trigones (LFT and RFT), the anterior and posterior papillary muscle tips (APT and PPT), and the centers of the free edge of the anterior mitral valve leaflet and the middle scallop of the posterior mitral valve leaflet (AMVL and PMVL, respectively) (Figure 1 and Table 1).

**Mitral Valve Anatomic Locations**

The key anatomic landmarks used in this study were the anterior and posterior commissures (ACOM and PCOM, respectively), the mid-lateral (midposterior) mitral annulus (midposterior annulus), the left and right fibrous trigones (LFT and RFT), the anterior and posterior papillary muscle tips (APT and PPT), and the centers of the free edge of the anterior mitral valve leaflet and the middle scallop of the posterior mitral valve leaflet (AMVL and PMVL, respectively) (Figure 1 and Table 1).

**Mitral Anulus Geometry**

Mitral annular dimensions were computed from the 3D marker coordinates. The commissure-commissure (CC) dimension was computed from the distance between the ACOM and PCOM markers, and the septal-lateral (SL) dimension was computed from the distance between the septal and lateral annular markers. Those distances were computed every 16.7 ms in the control data acquisition and during acute ischemia in all 3 groups.

**Papillary Muscle Geometry**

The position of each papillary muscle tip relative to the mitral annulus and mitral leaflets was computed from the 3D marker coordinates every 16.7 ms before and during acute ischemia in all 3 groups. The distances from each papillary muscle tip to 4 locations on the mitral annulus (ACOM, PCOM, posterior annulus, and either the LFT for the APT or the RFT for the PPT) and to each leaflet edge (AMVL and PMVL) were computed. Because distance measurements are independent of different choices of the 3D coordinate system, conclusions based on those distances are not confounded by the selection of any particular internal or external coordinate system.
Statistical Analysis
All data are reported as mean±SD. For each animal, hemodynamic data represent the mean of 3 consecutive cardiac cycles. The papillary to annular distances represent distances measured at 16.7-ms intervals and averaged over all animals in each experimental group and those distances averaged throughout the cardiac cycle. Similarly, the papillary to leaflet distances represent distances measured at 16.7-ms intervals and averaged over all animals in each experimental group and those distances averaged throughout ejection. Comparisons were made with repeated-measures ANOVA, with the experimental group representing the nonrepeated factor and LCx ischemia representing the repeated factor. All reported probabilities were corrected for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni inequality correction). Significant changes with ischemia by repeated-measures ANOVA were resolved by the 2-tailed, paired Student’s t test to identify the groups that changed significantly.

Results
Differences in body weight were not significant among the 3 groups (control 62±9 kg, Duran 69±8 kg, and Tailor 76±9 kg). Necropsy confirmed that all annuloplasty rings were seated properly. MR was not present by transthoracic color Doppler echocardiography in any animal at the time of control data acquisition.

Mitral Valve Regurgitation
Animals in all 3 groups had a competent mitral valve before acute LV ischemia. During ischemia, 2 animals in the no-ring group developed moderate to severe MR and the remaining 5 had mild to moderate MR. In the Tailor ring group, no animal developed MR with ischemia, and in the Duran ring group, 1 animal developed very slight MR.

Hemodynamics
Differences in heart rate, end-diastolic pressure, end-systolic pressure, EDV, end-systolic volume, stroke volume, EF, LV dP/dt max, LV dP/dt min, and PRSW were not significant across the 3 groups before or during ischemia (Table 2). Ischemia caused significant decreases in end-systolic pressure, EF, LV dP/dt max, LV dP/dt min, and PRSW; a trend toward a decrease in EDV and stroke volume; and an increase in end-systolic volume, all of which are indicative of impaired LV systolic and diastolic function during ischemia.

Mitral Annulus
The CC and SL dimensions of the mitral annulus in the no-ring group underwent dynamic changes during the cardiac cycle, consistent with previously reported findings.18 The CC and SL dimensions were largest during diastole (CC 37.0±2.0 mm and SL 28.0±1.2 mm) and at their minima during early systole (CC 33.7±1.4 mm and SL 24.3±1.2 mm; P<0.001 versus maximum for both). During ischemia, both mitral dimensions increased significantly (P=0.001 for both maximum and minimum SL versus control; P=0.027 for minimum CC versus control). These dimensions were again maximal during diastole (CC 37.0±2.0 mm and SL 30.3±1.8 mm) and smallest during systole (CC 34.6±1.7 mm and SL 27.4±1.8 mm; P<0.001 versus maximum during ischemia for both). Both the Tailor ring and the Duran ring annuloplasty eliminated CC and SL dynamic changes during the cardiac cycle (Figure 2). Furthermore, both rings prevented an increase in the CC dimension during ischemia, but only the complete Duran ring prevented an increase in the SL dimension (Tailor ring

TABLE 1. Mitral Valve Structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LFT</td>
<td>Left fibrous trigone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFT</td>
<td>Right fibrous trigone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACOM</td>
<td>Anterior commissure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCOM</td>
<td>Posterior commissure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Posterior annulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMVL</td>
<td>Anterior mitral valve leaflet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMVL</td>
<td>Posterior mitral valve leaflet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APT</td>
<td>Anterior papillary tip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPT</td>
<td>Posterior papillary tip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Commissure-commissure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL</td>
<td>Septal-lateral</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Miniature marker array used in this study. Eight markers were sutured circumferentially to mitral annulus at ~45° from 1 another. These sites included midpoint between both fibrous trigones (marker 1), both fibrous trigones (markers 2 and 8), both commissures (markers 3 and 7), and midposterior annulus (marker 5, A). Markers were also sutured to free edge of anterior mitral leaflet (marker 9), free edge of middle cusp of posterior mitral leaflet (marker 10), and to each papillary muscle tip (markers 11 and 12, B). AO indicates aorta; LA, left atrium.
Increased SL dimension in Taylor ring group. In contrast to the constant distances from the APT to the LFT, ACOM, and posterior annulus, the distance from the APT to the PCOM decreased during systole in all 3 groups in the control state. The distance was maximum near end diastole (no ring 40.1±2.4 mm; Tailor ring 40.2±2.7 mm; Duran ring 36.9±1.9 mm) and minimum at end systole (no ring 35.8±2.0 mm, P<0.0005; Tailor ring 37.8±3.0 mm, P=0.003; and Duran ring 34.8±1.5 mm, P<0.001; respectively versus maximum).

Anterior Papillary Muscle

Before LCx ischemia, the distances from the APT to the LFT, ACOM, and posterior annulus were relatively constant throughout the cardiac cycle in all 3 groups (Table 3). During ischemia, those distances also remained constant throughout the cardiac cycle, and in addition, no significant changes were observed in those distances before and during ischemia in either ring group (Figure 3). In the control group during ischemia, there was a small but highly significant increase in the distance between the APT and posterior annulus, a trend toward an increase in the distance between the APT and the LFT, and no significant changes in the distance between the APT and ACOM (Table 3). These results were surprising, most notably in the control group, because of the wide variations in the CC and SL dimensions found during the normal cardiac cycle and the large increase in both dimensions during ischemia (Figure 2). Furthermore, despite the significant annular size, shape, and dynamic distortions created by partial and complete flexible ring annuloplasty compared with the native annulus, the distances between the APT and its adjacent annulus (LFT, ACOM, and posterior annulus) remained relatively constant throughout the cardiac cycle, both before and during ischemia.

In contrast to the constant distances from the APT to the LFT, ACOM, and posterior annulus, the distance from the APT to the PCOM decreased during systole in all 3 groups in the control state. The distance was maximum near end diastole (no ring 40.1±2.4 mm; Tailor ring 40.2±2.7 mm; Duran ring 36.9±1.9 mm) and minimum at end systole (no ring 35.8±2.0 mm, P<0.0005; Tailor ring 37.8±3.0 mm, P=0.003; and Duran ring 34.8±1.5 mm, P<0.001; respectively versus maximum).

Posterior Papillary Muscle

The geometric relationship between the posterior papillary muscle and its adjacent annulus (RFT, PCOM, and posterior annulus) was similar to the geometric relationship found between the anterior papillary muscle and mitral annulus. In all 3 groups, the distances from the PPT to the RFT, PCOM, and posterior annulus markers remained relatively constant throughout the cardiac cycle before ischemia and during ischemia (Figure 4). Again, no changes in any of the 3 distances before ischemia compared with the same distances during ischemia were observed in either ring group (Table 3). In the control group, however, the PPT to posterior annulus distance decreased significantly, and the PPT to RFT distance tended to increase during ischemia (Table 3). These changes in the PPT to annular

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2. Hemodynamic Parameters Before and After ischemia*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR, bpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDP, mm Hg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP, mm Hg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDV, mL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESV, mL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV, mL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dP/dtmin, mm Hg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−dP/dtmax, mm Hg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRSW, mm Hg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HR indicates heart rate; EDP, end-diastolic pressure; ESP, end-systolic pressure; ESV, end-systolic volume; and SV, stroke volume. Data are expressed as mean±SD. 

*Ischemia was induced by 2 to 3 minutes of LCx occlusion.

Repeated-measures ANOVA probabilities are for nonrepeated factor (experimental group) and repeated factor (ischemia). NS denotes P>0.2. All probabilities multiplied by 10 to correct for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni inequality correction).

preischemia SL 21.8±2.4 mm and ischemia SL 22.7±2.3 mm, P=0.014).
geometry during ischemia suggest a corresponding displacement of the PPT toward the posterior annulus that coincided with the development of IMR in that group.

Even with the large distortions in the mitral annulus before and during ischemia in the control group, the distances between the APT and its adjacent annulus (LFT, ACOM, and posterior annulus) and between the PPT and its adjacent annulus (RFT, PCOM, and posterior annulus) were constant throughout the cardiac cycle before and during ischemia. Compared with preischemia values, the effect of ischemia was to alter these distances, which resulted in a displacement of the APT away from the posterior annulus and PPT toward it.

### Papillary-Annular and Papillary-Leaflet Distances*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Preischemia</th>
<th>Ischemia</th>
<th>ANOVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No Ring</td>
<td>Tailor</td>
<td>Duran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APT-LFT</td>
<td>29.4±3.3</td>
<td>30.9±3.3</td>
<td>29.6±2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APT-ACOM</td>
<td>24.7±2.5</td>
<td>25.6±3.2</td>
<td>23.4±2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APT-PA</td>
<td>29.1±1.7</td>
<td>29.4±2.4</td>
<td>26.9±2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APT-AMVL</td>
<td>21.3±1.6</td>
<td>25.8±5.0</td>
<td>23.2±3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APT-PMVL</td>
<td>20.7±2.7</td>
<td>23.8±4.1</td>
<td>20.8±2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPT-RFT</td>
<td>31.9±2.8</td>
<td>37.5±5.2</td>
<td>33.2±2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPT-PCOM</td>
<td>27.4±2.1</td>
<td>30.6±4.5</td>
<td>26.0±2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPT-PAT</td>
<td>31.9±2.8</td>
<td>37.5±5.2</td>
<td>33.2±2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are expressed in mm as mean±SD.

*Ischemia was induced by 2 to 3 minutes of LCx occlusion.

Repeated-measures ANOVA probabilities for repeated factor (†ischemia) with nonrepeated factor (experimental group) were used to identify variables that differed significantly with ischemia while controlling for group. Two-tailed paired Student’s t test was then used to identify the specific variables that differed. All tests between Tailor or Duran before and after ischemia were not significant except for APT-PMVL in the Tailor group (P<0.027).

†Probabilities for the no-ring group are reported. NS denotes P>0.2. All probabilities are multiplied by 5 to correct for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni inequality correction).

### Mitral Valve Leaflets

In all 3 experimental groups, the distances from each papillary tip to both the AMVL and the PMVL were constant compared with preischemia values, the effect of ischemia was to alter these distances, which resulted in a displacement of the APT away from the posterior annulus and PPT toward it.

![Figure 3](image3.png)

**Figure 3.** Anterior papillary-annular distances. Distances between APT and PCOM, LFT, posterior annulus (Post Ann), and ACOM are shown in all 3 groups in control state (open symbols) and during acute ischemia (solid symbols). Each data point represents mean measurement over 3 complete cardiac cycles for all animals in respective groups. All cardiac cycles were aligned at end diastole (ED), and data points are 16.7 ms apart. Distances from APT to LFT, ACOM, and posterior annulus were constant throughout cardiac cycle in all 3 groups and remained unchanged with ischemia in both ring groups.

![Figure 4](image4.png)

**Figure 4.** Posterior papillary-annular distances. Distances between PPT and ACOM, RFT, posterior annulus (Post Ann), and PCOM are shown in all 3 groups in control state (open symbols) and during acute ischemia (solid symbols). Each data point represents mean measurement over 3 complete cardiac cycles for all animals in respective groups. All cardiac cycles were aligned at end diastole (ED), and data points are 16.7 ms apart. In all 3 groups, distances from PPT to RFT, PCOM, and posterior annulus markers remained relatively constant throughout cardiac cycle before and during ischemia. Furthermore, no changes in any of 3 distances before ischemia compared with same distances during ischemia were observed in either ring group. In contrast to latter finding in both ring groups, significant changes were observed in no-ring group.
subvalvular structures.11

...the coordinated function of the valvular and subvalvular structures. This dilemma has precluded gaining more mechanistic insight into the complex dynamics of the mitral valve. In normal hearts, the papillary–annular distances we can uniquely determine the 3D geometry of the mitral annulus at any point in the cardiac cycle. The PPT distance to the posterior annulus decreased, suggesting that it was displaced posteriorly during ischemia. The PPT distance to the posterior annulus again remained constant. Unlike the normal hearts with ischemia, however, in the ring groups with ischemia the papillary–annular distances did not differ from preischemia, and IMR was not observed.

A coordinate-free analysis of the mitral valve complex uncovered a simple pattern of constant distances that entirely describes the 3D geometry and dynamics of the papillary tips and leaflet edges from the dynamics of the mitral annulus. It is a well-known mathematical result that from the 3D positions of the mitral annular markers and each set of 3 papillary-annular distances we can uniquely determine the 3D position of each papillary tip. Because those distances were constant throughout the cardiac cycle, the 3D geometry of the mitral annulus at any point in the cardiac cycle governs the 3D position of the papillary tips. Furthermore, because the papillary–leaflet edge distances remained constant during ejection, the position and motion of the papillary tips also appeared to govern the 3D position and motion of the leaflet edges. These 2 results form the basis for the key conclusion from this analysis: The dynamic geometry of the mitral annulus determines the 3D position and motion of the leaflet edges during ejection.

In several clinical studies, annular dilation was the only mechanism of IMR identified in 25% to 50% of patients. Although the latter group of patients would be categorized as having classic Carpentier type I (normal) leaflet motion, our findings suggest that the MR in these patients may be attributed partially to leaflet tethering, or type IIIb leaflet motion. Because of the intricate geometric relationships from annulus to papillary tips to leaflet edges, we cannot perturb in isolation the annulus, or the papillary tips, without affecting the other structures. This fact blurs the distinction between the Carpentier types of leaflet motion MR and also has important ramifications on the type of repair procedure used for the different types of leaflet motion encountered.

Figure 5. Papillary–leaflet edge distances. Distances between APT and AMVL and between PPT and PMVL are shown in all 3 groups in control state (open symbols) and during acute ischemia (solid symbols). Each data point represents mean measurement over 3 complete cardiac cycles for all animals in respective groups. All data were aligned at end diastole (ED), and data points are 16.7 ms apart. In all 3 experimental groups, distances from each papillary tip to both AMVL and PMVL were constant throughout LV ejection; during ischemia, those distances again remained constant. Thus, distances from papillary tips to leaflet midpoints remain constant, even after ischemic repositioning of papillary tips.

Throughout LV ejection (Figure 5 and Table 3). During ischemia, those distances again remained constant; additionally, they did not differ significantly compared with their preischemia values, except for a small decrease in the APT to PMVL distance in the Tailor ring group (Table 3). These results are consistent with the notion that the chordae tendineae remain taut during ejection, and therefore, the distances from the papillary tips to the leaflet midpoints remain constant even after ischemic repositioning of the papillary tips.

Discussion
Conceptualizing the 3D geometry and motion of the mitral valve complex throughout the cardiac cycle is an unwieldy and difficult task. Prior analyses used a coordinate system representation of mitral valve structures,11,12 To eliminate rigid-body rotation and translation artifacts, these coordinate systems must be fixed to a mitral valve structure, such as the mitral annulus. Different choices of coordinate system result in different geometry and dynamics that may mask important findings; this dilemma has precluded gaining more mechanistic insight into the coordinated function of the valvular and subvalvular structures.11

Using only distance measurements instead of a coordinate-based system, we found that a very simple pattern emerged from the complex dynamics of the mitral valve. In normal hearts, the papillary-annular distances (APT to LFT, ACOM, and posterior annulus; PPT to RFT, PCOM, and posterior annulus) remained relatively constant throughout the cardiac cycle, and the papillary–leaflet edge distances remained constant throughout ejection. Interestingly, this unvarying pattern of normal mitral valve motion was preserved when the valve was perturbed either by ischemia or by ring annuloplasty.

Although the constant pattern was preserved during ischemia, only the papillary–leaflet edge distances were identical before and during ischemia. With ischemia, the papillary-annular distances differed from preischemia, suggesting a repositioning of the papillary tips relative to the mitral annulus and hence, a change in the geometric relationship between the valve and subvalvular structures. The APT distances to the LFT and posterior annulus increased, suggesting that it was displaced away from the annulus during ischemia. The PPT distance to the posterior annulus decreased, suggesting that it was displaced posteriorly during ischemia. Because the papillary–leaflet edge distances did not change with ischemia, these papillary tip displacements tethered the leaflets during systole, analogous to what Carpentier described as “type IIIb” restricted systolic leaflet motion in patients with IMR.

When the annulus was perturbed by using either a complete or partial ring annuloplasty, we again observed the simple pattern of constant papillary-annular and papillary–leaflet edge distances. As in the normal hearts with ischemia, we also found that after ring annuloplasty those distances again remained constant. Unlike the normal hearts with ischemia, however, in the ring groups with ischemia the papillary-annular distances did not differ from preischemia, and IMR was not observed.
By abolishing normal annular dynamic motion, annuloplasty rings also damp subvalvular dynamics. During acute ischemia, these rings prevent ischemic dilation of the annulus and therefore, prevent ischemic repositioning of the papillary tips and systolic tethering of the leaflets. Thus, at least in this animal model, ring annuloplasty would seem to be an effective surgical strategy for patients with IMR due to Carpentier type IIb restrictive leaflet motion, in addition to those with traditional annular dilatation and normal (type I) leaflet motion. The finding that the papillary-annular distances are constant was rather surprising. Those distances remained constant throughout the cardiac cycle during large changes in annular size and shape, after annular remodeling with a complete ring or posterior partial ring, and during acute ischemia that further accentuated changes in annular size and shape as well as caused significant changes in LV volumes and contractility. Regional annular distortions and size changes appear to displace the papillary tips in a predictable and quantifiable direction. Large asymmetric annular and ventricular deformations, however, lead to changes in the absolute distances, as was noted in the control group during ischemia. Because the papillary to leaflet edge distances must remain constant owing to the chordae tendineae, these perturbations unfavorably tether the leaflet edges apically during systole and predispose to IMR.

Many investigators studying the therapeutic mechanism of ring annuloplasty on IMR have explicitly discounted any potential effect of the procedure on the papillary muscles, as well as its indirect effects on the leaflets. The result of ring annuloplasty is generally dissociated from changes in subvalvular geometry and function. We reemphasize that an important corollary from the proposed mechanistic thesis supported by our findings is that any type of annular remodeling procedure will affect the subvalvular structures and therefore, will indirectly affect leaflet coaptation. The effect on those structures, specifically the position and dynamics of the papillary tips, is governed by the degree of annular distortion and dynamics. Furthermore, leaflet coaptation is governed by papillary tip position and dynamics and therefore, also by annular distortion and dynamics. Other models of functional MR, such as the MR observed in dilated cardiomyopathy (currently under investigation in our laboratory), may clarify further the role of these findings on the mechanism of MR. These physiologically relatively invariant distances between the mitral annulus and the subvalvular complex yield a simple mechanistic understanding that considerably facilitates the development of complex computer (finite-element analysis) models of the mitral valve designed to simulate various repair procedures in surgical planning for difficult mitral valve pathologies.24

Study Limitations

This experiment was performed in normal sheep hearts, which makes extrapolation to the clinical arena hazardous. Clinical IMR accompanies changes in LV contractility, size, and structure due to long-standing ischemia, infarction, or both, which are all associated with secondary changes in ventricular and papillary shape and geometry due to remodeling. Second, in this experiment, the ischemic insult was acute. Third, ring placement before the ischemic insult is distinctly different from the clinical situation, in which treatment follows the injury. Differences between human and ovine cardiac anatomy, especially in the area of the posterior annulus, have been described. Although the rings were sized according to standard cardiac criteria, reducing the orifice size of a normal mitral annulus differs from reducing the size of a mitral annulus that is already dilated secondary to longstanding MR. Last, changes in mitral complex dimensions before and after ischemia in the control group were small, but they were statistically significant and led to clinically significant MR.
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